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More Banks Qualify for 18-Month AML Exam
Cycle Under New Rules

 
By Valentina Pasquali

Hundreds of U.S. �nancial institutions will undergo on-site examinations of their anti-

money laundering and Bank Secrecy Act compliance programs less frequently under a new

federal policy.

Until now, only U.S. lenders holding under $1 billion quali�ed for an 18-month rather than

12-month examination cycle, but �nal rules published Thursday by the Federal Reserve,

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and O�ce of the Comptroller of the Currency, or OCC,

raise the threshold to $3 billion.

The change will spare an additional 420 banks and savings associations from annual

federal audits, raising the total number of �nancial institutions eligible for 18-month

examinations to almost 4,800. The policy a�ects 33 U.S. branches and agencies of foreign

banks.

Regulators issued the rules pursuant to the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief and

Consumer Protection Act, which took e�ect in May and rolls back certain liquidity and

capital requirements imposed on smaller lenders in the wake of the global �nancial crisis.

The �nal rules issued Thursday to implement portions of that law primarily a�ect

examinations conducted for safety and soundness purposes.



But they also apply to anti-money laundering and Bank Secrecy Act reviews because those

also constitute “full-scope” federal examinations under Title 12 of the U.S. Code, an OCC

spokesperson con�rmed for ACAMS moneylaundering.com.

The impact of the 18-month cycle on compliance departments is di�cult to gauge, in part

because less frequent examinations may take longer for regulators to complete.

“Instead of having a 4-week exam every 12 months, they could end up doing six weeks

every 18 months,” a senior compliance o�cer for a community bank in New York said on

condition of anonymity. “The bank might end up having the same number of exam weeks

over a 3-year period.”

A senior AML o�cer at a regional lender in the Southeast predicted that only those

�nancial institutions that decide to “take it easy” for an additional six months before

“cramming” for the examination will reduce their costs.

“Smaller banks might be tempted to save some money based on how they schedule third-

party reviews,” the senior compliance o�cer said on condition of anonymity. “If you are

not audited by regulators annually, you might do an internal audit one year and the third

party review the other year.”

The �nal rules also permit federal regulators to continue examining certain banks under

$3 billion on an annual basis to ensure compliance.

“There is nothing to stop the regulators from conducting more frequent exams in

situations that call for it,” said Daniel Stipano, a former deputy chief counsel for the OCC.

“For other banks, this will provide meaningful regulatory relief because of the cost and

burden associated with complying with requests from the examiners.”

Regulators said the extended cycle would allow supervisors to allocate more resources

towards monitoring high-risk institutions, and claimed the vulnerability of smaller, low-risk

lenders to “deterioration or failure” would not “appreciably increase” as a result.
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